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Our 
blade 
types:

Elevation blades
Stretch periodontal ligament. 
Use on thicker, stronger roots.

1. Wedge the blade into the 
periodontal space.

2. Gently rotate the blade 
and hold steady pressure 
for 10-30 seconds to 
stretch the ligament.

Why do veterinarians love Dentanomic instruments?

Cheap dental instruments make it difficult to extract teeth.
They don’t stay sharp, don’t have replaceable blades and aren’t thin enough to easily enter the periodontal space.

Using dental instruments as a prybar will damage both the instrument and the patient. If a surgeon uses correct surgical 
techniques, surgical performance and instrument life will be increased. More detail on correct surgical technique   
can be found at www.dentanomic.com.

OUR PRECISION BLADES DIRECT FORCE 
DIRECTLY TO THE LIGAMENT FOR EASIER 
SURGERY.

Hardened blades stay sharp for longer 
than cheap instruments and can also 
be honed.

JUST REPLACE THE BLADE WHEN IT’S 
BLUNT, NOT THE ENTIRE INSTRUMENT. 

Connection is standardised -  
any Dentanomic blade will fit 
any Dentanomic handle.

PALM GRIP PREVENTS THE INSTRUMENT 
SLIPPING AND STABBING YOUR PATIENT. 

Available in 5 stunning colors, short & 
long version for glove sizes from 5 to 9!

Periodontal ligament must be 
cut or stretched before tooth 
can be removed.

Periodontal 
ligament space is 
only 0.1 - 0.3mm 
wide.

Extra-sharp, thin precision blades 
fit in the periodontal space

Collar prevents 
blade sliding 
backwards

Hexagonal 
section prevents 
twisting

Bolt prevents blade  
sliding forwards

Removable & replaceable blades Shaped, weighted and balanced, 
palm grip ergonomic handles

Dental instruments with replaceable blades

Luxation blades
Cut periodontal ligament.  
Use on thinner, weaker roots.
1. Insert blade in the 

periodontal space.

2. Rock blade sideways into 
periodontal space. Do NOT 
pry the blade out or away 
from the tooth.

3. Simultaneously contour the 
blade around the root.
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Why Dentanomic?

EASIER FASTER SAFER BETTER

It’s much easier to cut 
ligament with our precision 
blades, than crush bone with 
cheap, blunt instruments.

No time for honing? New 
blades are not expensive 
and just slot into your existing 
handles. Blades should last 
for months even without 
maintenance (depending 
on surgical technique)

You can make your blades 
last longer by using our 
honing kit after each use.

Our customers report 
>30% faster extractions 
compared with using their 
normal instruments.

Shorter anaesthetics, 
better for geriatric 
patients & reduces risk 
of complications like 
hypothermia.

More ops/day or more 
chance of a lunch break.

Precise blades and 
ergonomic palm grip 
handle reduce risk of 
slipping & stabbing patient.

Reduce risk of hand strain – 
choose from small or large 
balanced handle options.

More precise surgical 
technique results in less 
tissue damage, less pain 
and better recovery.

~3/4 of pet dogs & cats 
have painful dental 
disease. Dental surgery is 
also a major driver of clinic 
profit that can’t go online.

Easier, faster & safer dental 
extraction makes it more 
likely that veterinarians 
will recommend dental 
procedures.

Better instruments make it 
easier for you to provide the 
best care for your patients 
& enjoy and take pride in 
your dental surgery.
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Accessories

Blade Tray

Handle tray (Coming 
Soon)

Honing Kit

Cat Starter Kit Handle x1, E2, E3, L2

Dog Starter Kit Handle x1, E3, E4, L3

Clinic Kit
Handle x3, All 9 blades, 

Blade Tray

Specialist Kit
Handle x9, All 9 blades, 

Blade Tray

DENTANOMIC PRODUCT RANGE

“When we got a set of Dentanomic instruments, I could not believe 
the difference it made. Suddenly, extractions are faster and so 
much easier than before.  Having great instruments has helped  
my confidence with dentals a lot; I no longer dread them!”
Bea, UK small animal veterinarian


